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OVERVIEW
Business text messaging software
helps
enterprises
improve
their
communication
and
marketing
strategies by facilitating 1-on-1 texting
on a new dedicated number or an
existing line. The solution helps both
small and large companies to maximize
revenue and sales, enhance brand
perception, and boost communications.
Business text messaging tools allow
you to use a toll-free or regular 10-digit
phone number to receive and send
business communications via text. They
permit you to swiftly register a new
number or enable an existing VoIP line
or landline. Plus, the software allows
your customers to text your customer
service with their sales inquiries,
feedback, comments, and questions.
They don’t need to install a new app on
their phone as the business SMS
number functions similar to regular
text messaging.
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Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology

The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking
is based on data from our customer reference
platform, market presence, web presence, & social
presence as well as additional data aggregated from
online sources and media properties. Our ranking
engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report
rankings. The overall Customer Success ranking is a
weighted average based on 3 parts:
Content Score is affected by:
1. Total # of vendor generated customer
references (case studies, success stories,
testimonials, and customer videos)
2. Customer reference rating score

Customer Success Report
Award Levels

Market Leader
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
substantial customer base & market share.
Leaders have the highest ratio of customer
success content, content quality score, and social
media presence relative to company size.

3. Year-over-year change in amount of customer
references on FeaturedCustomers platform
4. Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers
platform
5. Total # of customer reference views on
FeaturedCustomers platform
Market Presence Score is affected by:
1. Social media followers including LinkedIn,
Twitter, & Facebook
2. Vendor momentum based on web traffic and
search trends

Top Performer
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with significant
market presence and resources and enough
customer reference content to validate their vision.
Top Performer's products are highly rated by its
customers but have not achieved the customer
base and scale of a Market Leader.

3. Organic SEO key term rankings
4. Company presence including # of press
mentions
Rising Star
Company Score is affected by:
1. Total # of employees (based on social media
and public resources)
2. Year-over-year change in # of employees over
past 12 months
3. Glassdoor ranking
4. Venture capital raised

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that does not
have the market presence of Market Leaders or
Top Performers, but understands where the market
is going and has disruptive technology. Rising
Stars have been around long enough to establish
momentum and a minimum amount of customer
reference content along with a growing social
presence.
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2020 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Business Text Messaging software based on
the FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.
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OVERALL BEST
OF BUSINESS TEXT MESSAGING
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT ZIPWHIP
Zipwhip pioneered the concept of utilizing the cloud to enable
existing mobile, landline, and toll free numbers to send and receive
texts from any connected desktop, tablet or smartphone.
Additionally, Zipwhip offers a carrier-grade texting platform to help
mobile and landline operators modernize the text messaging
medium. Zipwhip technology introduces trailblazing functionality
while holding true to the distinct culture of texting that consumers
have grown to love. Zipwhip cloud texting powers over 18M existing
wireless and fixed line phone numbers.

109
Customer references from
happy Zipwhip users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Texting is quick and easy. I am very pleased with Zipwhip and the support we have received is
wonderful. The simplicity of the software makes it incredibly user-friendly and very effective in
communicating with our clients and prospects.”
Molly Atherton
Club Manager, Iron Tribe Fitness

"With Zipwhip, clients can text us on the same number they call us on!"
Chrystal Bell
Practice Manager, Blue Sky Animal Clinic

"In our first two months using Zipwhip, we sent 800 messages and received 500 responses. A 63% response rate is a
stark contrast from our dwindling success rates with phone calls and emails. Zipwhip software not only makes it easy for
us to receive replies, but also provides tools like after hours Auto Replies to take the pressure off us when students are…
Angelo Pisano
Assistant Director, Global Educators

"Texting is hands down the best way to reach people in a timely fashion. The ease of use and
efficiency of Zipwhip’s Landline Texting API gives us the ability to integrate texting into our day
to day recruiting and HR business processes.”
Bob Frank
Chief Information Officer, Staffline
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2020 MARKET LEADERS
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT EZ TEXTING
Founded in 2004, EZ Texting has served over 160,000
customers and is the #1 SMS marketing software, setting the
standard for business texting platforms. Our messaging
solutions are featured as a top 20 Best Product for Marketers
and allow businesses of all sizes to reach and engage their
mobile audiences. Headquartered in Santa Monica, CA, and
with offices in Austin and Kiev, EZ Texting is a SaaS company
that delivers the fastest, easiest, and most reliable way to
connect.

75
Customer references from
happy EZ Texting users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“We send practice and meeting appointments and reminders. Yes, it just works and it's
fast.”
Bob Cazet
Founder, Alumni Football USA

"EZ Texting provides a means for communicating with everyone in our fraternity at the click of a
button. With its modest price tag and ease of use, we were able to replace our older, less
efficient system."
Ethan Gremillion
Theta Chi Fraternity

"Just like name, EZ Texting is super convenient! I liked how I could view and edit the
messages quickly. I also appreciated the responsiveness of their customer support."
Breann Montesanto
Marketing, University Medical Center

"We use EZ Texting to send out meeting reminders to our business partners they are
inundated with emails already, so mobile marketing SMS is a great tool."
Dries Janssens
State Continuing Education
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT HEYMARKET
Heymarket was built to make it simple and secure
to message with people outside of your
organization. They’ve incorporated years of
enterprise experience into building a platform your
company can rely on, day in and day out. They also
designed the Heymarket apps to be intuitive
enough for anyone on your team to pick up and
immediately use.

36
Customer references from
happy Heymarket users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Heymarket has helped me increase appointment bookings from existing clients by over
50%. It’s super simple for them since everything is done over text messaging."
Krika
Owner, Sophia Sunflower Salon

"Heymarket has allowed us to do something we couldn’t do before: staff our couriers to
match delivery surges with the flip of a switch."
Tasvir Khalili
Head of Logistics and Customer Service, Foodora

"Heymarket makes life easy for our clients. They love that I can now manage their
RSVPs and guest list over text."
Patty Chen
General Manager, The Loft In Flatiron

"By text-enabling our communications, we have streamlined our delivery process and
increased customer satisfaction."
Julie Nguyen
Chief Executive Officer, Methodology
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT MESSAGEMEDIA
MessageMedia is a global messaging provider that helps businesses
of all sizes – from SMBs to enterprise-level – better connect with
customers. With 90 per cent of messages read within 90 seconds
and 50,000 customers worldwide, MessageMedia has been a leading
specialist messaging provider for over 20 years and drives business
success by creating engaging mobile experiences that customers
love. With offices across Australia, United States, United Kingdom,
and New Zealand, MessageMedia enables businesses to engage their
customers in a connected, mobile world in a personal yet scalable
way.

46
Customer references from
happy MessageMedia users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“A part of achieving this is using an effective and reliable communication system with the women who join our business
as Emprendedoras, and also for their end-customers. We find text messaging from the NetSuite platform is a great
means of communication because it’s so reliable and the automation saves so much time.“
Sion Tesone
Founder and Chief Executive Officer, TISSINI

"I enjoy working with the MessageMedia team and have always found that they provide great
support. We would definitely recommend other software providers consider using the
MessageMedia technology.”
Chris Monks
Director, Monkey Software

"We find that SMS reminders greatly improve appointment attendance, and customers really appreciate the service.
Funnily enough, we have discovered that confirmation responses can be impacted by the day of the week. Phone calls
can be better on the weekends (especially in the morning) and SMS works better on weekdays. We assume that’s…
Sarah McIntosh
Customer Service Manager, RSPCA ACT

"In particular, we find the MessageMedia customer web portal user-friendly and easy to use. And from a system
administration perspective, it’s hassle-free. We simply set up a child account for each department and provide the users
with basic training. Then they can manage the account and SMS applications by themselves.”
Sherman Ho
Roadside Assistance Systems Support Manager, RACV
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT TEXTLOCAL
Textlocal has been a trusted mobile
communications provider to businesses all over the
UK, from leading brands to small businesses and
start-ups. Using their market-leading SaaS
platform, Messenger allows businesses to
communicate with their customers instantly by
sending text messages enriched with features, such
as SMS tickets, web pages, surveys and more.

279
Customer references from
happy Textlocal users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Textlocal demonstrated that SMS performs well for tastecard through an immediate increase in memberships, and
re-engagement of expired members who had become unresponsive to emails. Due to this, we believe SMS is a great
platform to choose for marketing purposes, and we regularly include SMS campaigns in our strategic marketing plans…
Pippa Nash
Head of Online Marketing, Tastecard

"Using Textlocal for our campaigns has saved us time and energy by having all our customers
getting info at the same time; this has had an increase in sales by around 9%. Thanks Textlocal!"
Joanna Maxwell
Savvy & Shine

"Our team found using Textlocal’s two-way SMS and email to SMS services perfect for engaging with
customers in real-time. Integrating Textlocal into our marketing automation platform via Zapier also helped
our team sending automatic messages once customers had checked into the event."
Charlie Oakham
Digital Marketing Director, IRIS Software Group

"The main benefit of using Textlocal has been the ease of use for our customers and
also the simplicity of obtaining customer data via the online inbox."
Charlotte Hopwood
Regional C&E and Hospitality Marketing Executive, The Jockey Club
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT THRYV
Thryv supports more than 400,000 local businesses
across the U.S. with marketing services and small
business software, Thryv and Thryv Leads. The
company’s cutting-edge technologies connect small
businesses with their target consumers and help them
manage their day-to-day work. Thryv helps businesses
manage their work easier and get found fast, wherever
consumers are searching.

54
Customer references from
happy Thryv users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Thryv optimized the way we do business. Customers are happier and my ROI is
through the roof!"
Brad Bassham
Good Guys Window & Glass Repair

"Having a way to contact a lead and say If this works out, I'll be able to send you an invoice for
you to pay online" has been a lot of help. The payment processing has been one of the most
helpful things!"
Michael Lynn
Owner, 3D Print Everything

“One of my favorite features about Thryv is that all the communication with our clients and our
staff is housed within the software. That benefits the client because it creates continuity and it
creates trust.”
Julie Hoang
Fit180

“Thryv puts together my social media, text campaigns, and email campaigns all on one
dashboard. With Thryv, everything is now consolidated and works fantastic.”
Rick Parks
Owner, Seymour Oil & Lube
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT TRUMPIA
Trumpia mission is committed to helping businesses grow and
connect with Trumpia customers. Trumpia believes that in order for
communication to be effective, it needs to be relevant and keep up
with the advancing technological lifestyle of today's consumers.
Effective communication requires responsiveness, and to achieve
this, one must first offer options for communication like mobile
texting, email, or social media. Secondly, consumers have to opt-in
to communicate through the channels they prefer, which gives them
the choice over how they receive and respond to information.

115
Customer references from
happy Trumpia users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Trumpia’s Auto Campaigns are far more efficient, especially since there is currently only one
team member here who’s in charge of the platform. It also makes the time in which we re-market
to the individual instant, rather than waiting a full day to re-market in a bulk send."
Adrian Nam
Senior Marketing, Katch

"With Trumpia's text marketing solution, there is a way to track campaigns and see how traffic is being
driven to the store, which is very important to us. We've been happy with the success so far and are looking
forward to new ideas and promotional campaigns we can run with this software."
Greg Fefferman
Owner, Jump A Roos

“Trumpia has been an amazing tool to reach people living on the base. With knowledgeable
experts and a deep feature set, Trumpia has truly helped us grow our subscriber base, increase
our event attendance, and share valuable information. We couldn't be happier with the results.”
Tierra Kimble
Marketing Director, McConnell Air Force Base

“Trumpia’s SMS marketing provides us with the most direct, immediate and affordable way to
connect with local residents and quickly build a loyal following. The return on investment we’ve
enjoyed since we began using Trumpia’s platform has been tremendous.”
Brett Thomas
Owner, Jamba Juice
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT TWILIO
Twilio, a software and cloud-based communications platform,
enables developers and businesses to rapidly build and deploy
communication solutions that meet their specific needs. Whether
integrating voice, messaging and/or VoIP capabilities into a web or
mobile app or building a complete system like a call center, Twilio
removes the traditional obstacles to creating effective
communications experiences. Twilio gives businesses the ability to
innovate, prototype, create, and connect with their customers at the
right time and in the way. The company is privately held and based
in San Francisco, California.

529
Customer references from
happy Twilio users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"SMS is a good way to cut through the noise. It’s important that people get messages in real
time. With Twilio, we shattered customer expectations in terms of speed and fast response
time."
Jonathan Lui
COO and Co-Founder, Airtasker

"With Twilio we get data, voice, SMS and email service in a single platform and billing
relationship. Today we added over 650 trackers each week and continue to grow. This would not
have been possible without Twilio."
Brendan Younger
Co-Founder, Logistimatics

"Twilio has really improved our visibility into our text services and the time required to manage
and maintain them. There's no maintenance work for us since everything is in the cloud."
Jay McClary
Vice President of Marketing, Curb

"Being able to generate SMS, at the end of the day, wasn’t something we wanted to make a
project in itself. [Twilio] made that piece of it no effort at all. We’ve had no issues and no
complaints."
Bruce Hendershot
Solutions Architect, Air Products
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2020 TOP PERFORMERS
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT IRIO
IRIO recognized the potential of mobile messaging when the
medium was in its infancy. Since then, they've continually
innovated new ways to improve their clients' businesses.
Today, mobile usage is at an all-time high, and SMS
messaging has become consumers' preferred
communication channel. By reaching consumers on the
device they always have with them, they provide effective,
real-time communications with faster read and response
times.

20
Customer references
from happy IRIO users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Easy and efficient way to inform residents that saves time, paper, and most
importantly - money!"
Mount Vernon Flats

"Mission critical information was delivered to over 90% of our residents within minutes
of an incident occurring."
Managing Director
Lincoln Property Company

"Fast effective communication with residents in a format that they appreciate. Most
residents find texting to be non-invasive and convenient."
San Carlo
The Irvine Company

“The program is unique and fits in with today’s text messaging trend. It helps people
search for apartments while on the go. We have received quality leads!”
Travis Fones
Greystar
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT KIPSU
Kipsu is pioneering a software-based solution designed to
revolutionize how service-driven brands interact with
consumers. Using real-time digital communication channels
such as texting, internet chat and social messaging,
customer-focused companies leverage Kipsu to connect
in-the-moment with anyone passing through their door,
gaining insight, responding to questions, and addressing
concerns in a familiar and frictionless way.

62
Customer references from
happy Kipsu users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"To be honest, Kipsu designed this program in the most simplistic way that it just folded right in
to our check-in process. Confirming guest contact information was always important to us, and
Kipsu puts that information to better use!"
Nina Brown
Front Desk Manager, Wingate Niagara Falls

“Kipsu has allowed us to engage with our residential students on a more personal level. Students
love to text, and this platform strengthens our opportunities to meet their preferred
communication method.”
Dee Goines
Director of Residence Life, Housing, and Conference Services, University of North Texas-Dallas

"I love that I can use Kipsu to resolve guest issues in real-time so I can help my team get
that win!"
Amoy Lindo-Coleman
Guest Services Manager, Courtyard by Marriott

"With Kipsu, my team can be in the middle of checking a guest in, receive a message through
Kipsu from another guest, send a quick text back, and not even interrupt the guest checking in."
Tara Leonard
General Manager, Baymont by Wyndham Mt. Pleasant
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT QUIQ
Quiq makes it easy for customers to interact with a company via Messaging.
Customers can now engage customer service via SMS/text messaging,
Facebook Messenger, Live Chat, and Kik for help with their pre-sales
questions and post-sales support. Their mission is to improve the way
customers communicate with companies. They believe mobile
message-driven communications will replace a significant portion of the
traditional phone and email interactions, reducing costs while improving
customer satisfaction. Quiq makes it easy for customers to contact a business
via Messaging, the preferred channel already in use with their friends and
family.

43
Customer references
from happy Quiq users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“From a manager’s perspective I really like how I can help my agents respond to customers
when needed by using the collaboration functionality in Quiq. It’s super easy to use and we can
ensure customers get their questions answered correctly and quickly.”
Lauren Adcock
Senior Manager of Customer Service, Direct Digital

“Every company wants efficiency. For us, chat and SMS interactions take about half of the total
time of a phone call. We are gaining payroll efficiency by shifting contacts away from phone and
email to chat and SMS.”
Chris Thompson
CX Manager, Pier 1 Imports

“I am really pleased with how customers are using messaging to reach our staff for quick
questions. This helps free-up the reservationists to respond to customer questions that need to
be answered via phone such as placing an order.”
Kim Essensa
Guest Services Manager, Jackson Hole Mountain Resort

“Very few omni-channel business providers have adopted text messaging and thanks to Quiq,
we are able to offer this innovative channel to our customers. Whether a customer is in the office
or on-the-go, they are at the center of our business.”
Casey Ahlbum
Senior Manager, Customer Relations, B2B & Digital Support, Office Depot
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ABOUT SIMPLETEXTING
SimpleTexting is the easiest way to reach groups instantly and have
2-way conversations. Both Fortune 500 companies and small
businesses choose SimpleTexting because the platform is designed
to be powerful and easy to use. Their flexible pricing plans are
designed to grow with you—upgrade, cancel, or pause your account
any time—no contracts necessary. Plus, every plan comes with
access to the entire suite of features which includes mass texting,
1-on-1 conversations, text-to-join keywords, the ability to integrate
with 1,000’s of apps through Zapier, and more. SimpleTexting offers
a 14-day free trial with no credit card needed to start.

100
Customer references from
happy SimpleTexting users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"After testing 12 different text marketing companies, we found that SimpleTexting was the
easiest for getting subscribers and sending messages. The support is excellent, and pricing was
straightforward, too. I highly recommend SimpleTexting."
Troy S.
River of Life Church

"After comparing services, we felt that SimpleTexting offered the best combination of features
and price available. With their low monthly fee and per-text pricing, we can manage costs more
effectively. Thanks SimpleTexting."
James D.
Chapel North

"We use the texting feature to link our real estate signs to our website. Now, home buyers have
instant access to photos of the home they’re interested in. The team at SimpleTexting is eager to
help, too. Thanks!"
Josh B.
RE/MAX Town & Country

“SimpleTexting Enterprise lets us run SMS on a whole new level. Since switching to Enterprise, we’ve been able to handle
a much higher volume and send at ridiculous speeds. And whenever we need help with something, support is there for us
at the drop of a hat. There’s no way we’d be able to do all this without industry experts on our side. Thanks…
Yaniv Nissim
Chief Executive Officer, GoParrot
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ABOUT TEXTMAGIC
TextMagic is a bulk SMS service for sending
notifications, alerts, reminders, confirmations and
SMS marketing campaigns to your customers, staff
and suppliers.

135
Customer references from
happy TextMagic users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"I recommend TextMagic as an easy to use distribution channel that gets your
information to the relevant person immediately through text messaging."
James Joseph
CEO, JJMM

"Thanks to TextMagic we have improved the efficiency and security on our vouchers,
offers and discounts that now cannot be copied. It is a simply efficient service."
Richard Moses
Manager, Beit HaMadras

"TextMagic is definitely a robust service in which users can create effective and reliable
communication routines using text messaging services."
Jorge Guillen
Senior Developer, Intellixis Inc.

"A simple but very effective text messaging platform that allows you and your team to
show results quickly. TextMagic is the most effective text messaging platform."
Aaron Post
Product Manager, BarVision
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ABOUT TEXTUS
TextUs is the world's leading real-time
communication platform reinventing how
businesses communicate with their leads,
candidates, and customers. Now you can use their
business-class text messaging™ software combined
with cloud-voice features to connect with people in
real-time.

54
Customer references from
happy TextUs users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“TextUs integrated seamlessly with our recruiting software, making it easy to keep detailed
notes on each candidate. What’s more, since TextUs logs all messages, our company remains in
control of all our communication.”
Sheldon Arora
Chief Executive Officer, LiquidAgents Healthcare

“The trial period was phenomenal. At the end of 14 days, pretty much all of our recruiters said they wanted
to keep it. They definitely enjoy it. They can easily look at a few texts and get back to you quickly, and they
don’t notice a difference between TextUs and a text message from a phone.”
Joe Bartoszek
Director of Staffing Services, TaleMed

"TextUs.Biz has greatly reduced the amount of time our front desk staff is tied up on the phone and has allowed us to
concentrate on even better customer service. Our clients love the ease and simplicity of sending us text messages and
our staff uses the service almost exclusively for communication with the front desk. Personally, I find myself wishing all…
Connor Doyle
West End Salon

“TextUs provides our company with an easy tool to reach out to people with obtaining availability, scheduling, and
confirming assignments. It allows us to get responses from people who do not normally respond to calls and/or emails.
We would recommend it to anyone working in the staffing industry! Our people love you guys!”
Robert Hicks
Client Service Manager, Capital Healthcare Solutions
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ABOUT ZINGLE
Zingle is a texting & messaging software solution that
helps businesses communicate with customers, growing
revenue & improving customer satisfaction. Zingle is a
company & software that allows businesses to engage,
support and respond to customers in the new mobile
messaging era. Zingle’s real-time enterprise platform
works on any device and provides all the software tools
to deliver an instant, actionable and seamless customer
service experience.

40
Customer references from
happy Zingle users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“Zingle has enabled us to reach customers in a whole new way. By combining the reach of social
media and the convenience of texting, we have increased visits to our brewery as well as sales in
retail stores.”
Matthew Zirpolo
Co-Founder/President, Burgeon Beer Company

"I utilize the Zingle app on my phone, which I actually find to be one of the most powerful pieces
of the whole system. I can see all of those communications come through as notifications on my
cell phone. If I’m not at the location, I can respond to the customer directly."
Matt Long
Station Manager, Signature Flight Support

“Zingle enabled The Cosmopolitan to provide an elevated mobile-first experience for our guests
while improving service and increasing on-site revenue. The Zingle team provides us a platform
to create a unique experience like no other in the hotel industry.”
Mamie Peers
Vice President, Digital Marketing, Cosmopolitan of Las Vegas

“I looked at a few other companies, but none of them provided what Zingle does. Zingle had a
completely different way to go about text messaging our members. It is a completely unique
application of text messaging in the business world.”
Heather Avila
Chief Operating Officer, Weight Watchers
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2020 RISING STARS
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ABOUT CALLHUB
CallHub is making personalized communication
scalable for political campaigns, nonprofits,
advocacy groups, and businesses. Their Voice and
SMS software connects campaigns to their
audience through a cohesive mix of phone banking,
peer to peer texting, SMS broadcast, SMS Opt-In
and voice broadcasting software.

26
Customer references from
happy CallHub users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Excellent app for phone banking. Such a powerful app and a really simple user interface.
Customer support is lightning quick and they're very responsive. Can't recommend CallHub
highly enough."
David Hutt
ACL

"I really love your team you are just super responsive and super friendly and nothing's
too difficult! It's been a really good experience."
Shaun Murray
GetUp!

"CallHub has helped us tremendously with our communications in our community.
When we have an issue we need to notify people about quickly, this does the job."
Michael Drake
Kimberlea Community

"Our company uses CallHub regularly for SMS and Voice broadcast to our customers.
The platform works flawlessly and support is really good."
Don Angelo
Owner, Color Copper
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ABOUT PROTEXTING
ProTexting helps you communicate with your contacts
more efficiently through a suite of highly interactive
SMS marketing campaigns. The cell phone has become a
permanent companion in their daily lives. This is why
text messaging is the best way at the moment to reach
groups of people with the same message instantly. Text
message is personal and is pretty much guaranteed that
it will be read by the recipient.

18
Customer references from
happy ProTexting users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"On behalf of the planning team for the Texas Crowdfunding Conference held in Austin this past Tuesday, thank you and
the ProTexting leadership in helping drive the interactive session wrap-up. Over 240 leaders - 40 of the top leaders in
the Jobs Act and crowdfunding agenda with 200 key Texans - were able to respond to 7 key questions efficiently and…
Richard Seline
Principal, Global NextGen Advisors

“ProTexting provided prompt technical support at every step of our project. Starting with the preliminary stages of our
collaboration, ProTexting representative Sejva Hoxha mediated the discussions between Campus Hill Church and
ProtTexting, while mitigating significant challenges brought up by particular needs. Communication with Sejva was…
Cristian Iordan
Pastor, Campus Hill Church

“Sodexo Education has embraced and continues to push the Mobile Marketing and Engagement project.
This initiative has produced positive results and has provided tangible return on investment for Sodexo and
its university dining units. The partnership with Sodexo is strong and continues to grow.”
Jana Williams
Director of Marketing, Sodexo

"The ProTexting team exceeded our expectations not only in providing an outstanding technology solution, but in
adding creativity to our ideas in ways that made our event stand out from the others at SXSW. The ProTexting team
worked tirelessly with us the night before and the entire day of the competition and impressed our panel of…
Brian Lang
Event Organizer, SXSW
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ABOUT SALESMSG
Salesmsg makes it easy for businesses to send and
receive text messages. Salesmsg creates this
software to help you connect with your prospects
and customers. Let's face it, people don't want to
talk these days, they'd rather text. They can help
you text.

12
Customer references from
happy Salesmsg users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"We've completely eliminated 'phone tag' by replacing it with text messaging. Using Salesmsg
has really increased the show up rate by 45% for our sales appointments and it adds a
personalized touch that helps our salespeople foster a connection right away."
Greg Hickman
Chief Executive Officer, System.ly

"From task automation to workflow integration, Salesmsg has allowed us to move forward and
innovate, getting us an almost immediate increase in response rate by 52%. Everyone loves the
service too! So glad I found Salesmsg!"
Joe Ben-Zvi
Chief Operating Officer, TheGuarantors

“We were limited to emails and leaving voicemails when a client was unavailable to answer the
phone. The advantage Salesmsg gives us is quicker response times and an all-inclusive contact
strategy increasing our outreach engagement by 70%!”
Kevin Jimeno
Chief Executive Officer, Smart Money Life

"Before we were using another service’s built in text messages, but you can't respond
to those. So we actually book sales now by text with real time personalized text!”
Philip Powis
President, Magnify The Solution
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ABOUT SENDHUB
SendHub makes business communication fast, simple, and
effective. Their complete online business SMS messaging
solution helps thousands of companies communicate more
effectively with on-the-go workforces, customers, and more.
SendHub was founded to help educators in under resourced
communities. They now serve thousands of businesses in
North America and have raised ~$10M from Silicon Valley’s
top investors, including: Y-Combinator, Bullpen Capital, Menlo
Ventures, Kapor Capitol, and others.

10
Customer references from
happy SendHub users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"The ability to communicate efficiently with drivers across the country is essential to our
business. SendHub provides an easy-to-use system that allows us to instantly deliver important
messages at any time, and its flexibility allows us to readily scale as we expand into new cities."
Lyft

"We are a small business that has been using SendHub for years and are very satisfied!
Technology has significantly changed the way our customer base communicates with us and
being able to not only text, but having a saved log of all written communication solves multiple
problems and greatly saves us time."
Oxford Commercial Real Estate

"We are bringing a high tech solution to a traditionally low tech industry. SendHub allows us to
communicate directly with lawn techs via text or voice, and they don’t even need a smartphone."
Jeremy Yamaguchi
Founder, Lawn Love

"SendHub is the best business SMS and voice solution on the market. They offer SMS, MMS, and
voice (not always the case with other solutions!). They have a great customer support, and also
have a great API that allows custom programming."
Remi Mayer
Founder, Max Out Your Gym
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ABOUT TEXT REQUEST
Text Request helps businesses increase profits through
powerful text messaging software. 5% of phone calls are
answered, 15% of emails are opened, but 99% of texts
are read (usually within just a few minutes). Text
Request gives your team all the tools and organization
you need to text professionally using your office phone
numbers, so you can reach customers precisely when
you need and grow your bottom line.
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"We use Text Request to schedule and confirm appointments every day, as well as to get
updates from technicians on their progress throughout the day. We also use it on our website to
bring in new customers. Text Request helps us run smoother and keep up with more people."
John Downs
Owner & President, Dallas Plumbing Company

"I use Text Request for my HVAC business and have been LOVING it. It is an amazing way to
communicate with customers and get appointments scheduled. Highly recommend this
product."
Laura
All Service Heating and Air Conditioning

"Text Request has been awesome. We are able to reach out to our customers in a new
way, and the customer support team at Text Request has been a great help."
Chase
Two Men and a Truck

"My business has been using Text Request for almost 2 years. We love it, and our clients love
being able to send a text while at work and not always having to call our office. I highly
recommend Text Request. The staff is very helpful and friendly!"
Christina
Merry Maids
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ABOUT TEXTLINE
Textline is not just about giving you the tools to manage
text messaging, it’s about allowing you as an
organization, a brand, a small business to get on the
ground level with your customers. Whether it’s
customer support when there is an issue or just
welcoming them when they are excited to make a
purchase, Textline lets you connect with your customers
directly. No more email, no more phone calls, no more
apps.
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“Our Fan Happiness team depends heavily on Textline to handle urgent customer
service issues. We can’t live without it!”
Brad Griffith
Chief Executive Officer, Gametime

“A big reason why we are using text is because we want to make sure that we're communicating with our
customers in a way that feels personal. A lot of other companies are just doing automated messaging—big,
mass email programs, and campaigns. And that's not our approach at all.”
Shannon Kinet
Director of Sales Operations, Remote Year

“We know our traffic is mostly mobile and chatting on your mobile phone is hard but
texting—people are very familiar and they're used to doing it, and so it just really created
another way for our customers to communicate with us.”
Laura West
Support Manager, ThirdLove

“Part of how we're getting those quick response rates is that text responses are actually
personalized and really relevant to where they are in the customer experience.”
Tumbleweed Tiny House Company
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